GOOD TO BE GREEN
Our classroom rules are displayed so that we are all
clear about the behaviour we will use everyday.
If you are new to this room please ask the children to tell you the rules
We must allow all of the children in our class the right to learn.
If a child is making learning difficult for their friends the teacher will
explain why this behaviour is a problem. They will explain the behaviour
that is causing the problem and encourage the child to think about what
they need to do. The teacher will clearly explain the behaviour that is
needed. Verbal explanation/warning
If any further disruption is cause by that child the card is turned to
yellow
Yellow – warning At this stage the warning is recorded in the GOOD TO
BE GREEN book as a record- daily record kept by the teaching assistant.

If there is another disruption the card goes red – consequence – they
miss 5 minutes of play.
If there is further interruption the child is moved within the classroom
and issue is noted. (If inside the child goes outside and if outside the child comes
inside)

After that the child will be sent to another room ( F1) and issue noted
Parents are encouraged to look at the wall daily so that they can follow up
issues at home.
If there are several incidents in a week then the class teacher will involve
the parents directly.

Rules in the Foundation Stage
To use good listening
To look at the listening, to think and wait for a quiet space before speaking
To use good looking

To look at the person who is talking, to look at the space around us- question -Do I need to move?
To use good sitting
To sit with legs crossed and hands in their laps
To use our walking feet inside
We only run outside
To use our words to ask for what we want
We must NEVER use our hands to hurt or snatch
If we hurt our friends we are moved to another area of the unit
(If outside they come inside, if inside they go outside)
To tidy up when we have finished working with a toy
We must clear away after painting and designing and place everything back tidily before moving
to our next activity.
To take care of the toys and equipment in our class
We must never tip toys out of baskets or trays
To take care of our own belongings
We can all take off my own jumper and put them in the jumper box ourselves
We can all look after our bags and coats ourselves

